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● A general population allele frequency database is 
necessary to understand likelihood of pathogenicity 

● HelixMTdb is freely available for non-commercial 
use under CC-NC-BY 4.0

The spectrum of mitochondrial genomic 
variation across 250,000 individuals
NL Washington1, A Bolze1, F Mendez1, ET Cirulli1, S White1, M Rashkin1, WJ Metcalf2,3, JJ 
Grzymski2,3, J Lu1

● 1:5,000 people have rare mitochondrial disease, 
many caused by mitochondrial variants1

● Mitochondrial variants are linked to common health 
conditions such as obesity and Alzheimer’s Disease

● Heteroplasmy can be an indicator of pathogenicity2

● Heteroplasmic variation can differ in cell types and 
tissues, across an individual’s lifespan, and affects 
phenotypic presentation

● No general population variant frequency database is 
available for the Mitochondrial genome to accurately 
assess likelihood of mito variant-disease associations

Takeaways:
● Many P/LP Clinvar and MitoMap mitochondrial variants 

are likely misclassified based on allele frequency alone
● 45% of mitochondrial positions are invariant 
● Variation occurs in regions of lower conservation
● Coding genes highly intolerant to LoF variation
● 66% of variants are < 1/10,000 individuals
● 20% variants are only ever heteroplasmic
● Need better methods to predict rRNA variant impact

Using HelixMTdb to assess variant pathogenicity 
● Best-studied LHON  

variant m.14484T>C 
is too frequent to be 
pathogenic

● No m.14484T>C 
individuals in HNP or 
UKB were diagnosed 
with LHON

HelixMTdb: A mito variant frequency database

Methods:
● Includes ~200K individuals from general US population

○ removed 2nd-degree+closer relatives
○ retained father-child pairs
○ remove samples <100% call rate
○ not enriched for mitochondrial or any other diseases

● Sequenced using Helix Exome+™ assay3 at ~180x

To calculate the maximum tolerated allele count (MTAC), we calculated the allele count at the upper bound 
of the one-tailed 95% confidence interval for the established maximum allele frequency, given the number 
of alleles in the population database, where maximum credible population AF = prevalence x maximum 
allelic contribution x 1/penetrance6. Genotyping information was available for 265 mtDNA positions in 
488,377 samples of UKBiobank. The list of LHON variants were from MITOMAP4 and ClinVar5.  EMRs from 
the Healthy Nevada Project or UKBiobank were analyzed by parsing the ICD10 codes. No filters were 
applied based on the source or date of entry. The code H47.2 was used for all Optic Atrophies, which 
includes the LHON phenotype H47.22).

Analysis of mtDNA constraint

Discussion
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Table 1.  Summary of invariant and constrained regions in the mitochondrial genome by 
feature type
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